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Troubleshooting Basics,
Part lll: Retention Problems

LC TROUBLESHOOTING

his is the third installment in a

series focusing on some of the

basic principles of troubleshoot-

ing liquid chromatography (LC) meth-

ods. First, we looked at some general

practices for troubleshooting any LC

problem (1). Then we looked at prob-

lems whose symptoms are related to

pressure changes (2). This month, we'll

concentrate on problems exhibited as

abnormal retention times. As a means

to organize the discussion, Iet's look at

situations where retention times are too

long, too short,  or inconsiscent.

What Controls Retention?

Before we look at specific problems,

let's take a moment to consider the

things that influence retention. \7e can

categorize these as the mobile phase,

the stationary phase (column), the

hardware, the environment, and the

sample. Let's simplify this discussion

and assume that nothing has happened

to the sample, such as degradation or

other chemical changes.

The mobile phase can change because

of an error in formulating it, such as a

mistake in volumetric measurement or

adjustment of the pH. If an error in for-

mulating the mobile phase is suspected,

it is best to make a new batch to see if it

fixes the problem. Some mobile phases

can change over time because of chemi-

cal degradation, selective evaporation of

one component, or microbial growth in

highly aqueous mobile phases. Again,

reformulation is the best way to verify

this problem source. Most of us use on-

line mixing to prepare isocratic mobile

phases. An error in instrument settings

or hardware failure can be the cause

of errors in online mixing. Check for

proper degassing and pump operation,
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as well as the correct control-program

settings. Sometimes hand-mixed mobile

phases can be used as a check for on-

line mixing, or alternate mixing chan-

nels can be used for both isocratic and

gradient methods (for example, use the

C and D solvent reservoirs instead ofA

and B in a four-solvent LC system).

The stationary phase in the column

has a finite lifetime, generally in the

500-2000 sample range (or more),

depending on the nature of the sample.

Every column will die eventually, and

some methods are harder on columns

than others. For example, mobile phases

outside the pH 2-8 region accelerate

the degradation of silica-based columns.

Some column types have shorter life-

times than others. For example, cyano

and amino columns are unlikely to last

as long as C8 or C18 columns, which

tend to be quite robust. In addition to

changes in retention, column failure

usually is accompanied by a r ise in sys-

tem pressure and an increase in peak

tailing. Replacement of a suspect col-

umn with a new one is the easiest way

to check for column-related problems.

System hardware problems that gener-

ate symptoms of changed retention most

commonly are associated with pump

malfunctions or leaks. Pump problems

can be checked with a simple flow-rate

measurement with a stop watch and

volumetric flask. A secondary symp-

tom of pump problems may be high,

low, or fluctuating pressure. Low flow

may be associated with faulty check

valves, worn pump seals, air bubbles in

the pump, or errors in pump setr ings.

Cleaning, component replacement, or

degassing should correct such problems.

High flow rates usually are a result of

improper settings.
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The most common environmental

cause of retention changes is a change

in column temperature. This effect

is common if  the column oven is

not used or is not working properly.

Methods that operate under ambi-

ent conditions are highly susceptible

to failure, especially if the laboratory

temperature is not well controlled. In

my travels, I have encountered labora-

tory temperatures ranging from 10 "C
(central China in January) to 35 'C

(Tel Aviv in June). If we use the rule

of thumb that retention can change

by2o/owith each 1 'C change in tem-

perature, you can imagine the result

if the same method were run in both

of those laboratories under ambient

conditions! Use the column oven and

make sure that it is operating properly.

Two lmportant Measurements
One tool that can be very useful in

diagnosing the source ofretention prob-

lems is the retention factor (also called

the capacity factor, h'). Recall that the

retention factor, h, is calculated as

h = (t*- to)lto tll

where l* is the retention time and to
(sometimes abbreviated as tM) is the

column dead time, usually measured

by the first disturbance in the baseline
(the "solvent front"). Another useful

calculation is the selectivity, or relative

fet€ntion, o,

a = krlh, 12)

where *, and krare the [-values for the

first and second peaks ofan adjacent

peak pair, respectively.

Notice that changes in flow rate,

whether intentional or due to a leak,

will change both ro and l* proportion-

ally, so P will remain constant for such

changes. On the other hand, chemical

changes will change only r*, so the ,

value is changed, too. Generally, when

the I value is changed it does not

change exactly the same for all peaks

in the chromatogram. One way to con-

firm chemical changes in the system

is to check the ct value; ifct changes, a

chemical source of the problem is most

likely. Because h and ct are so useful

in distinguishing between flow-related

and chemical changes, it is a good idea

to make these measurements a part of

the process for troubleshooting reten-

tion-time problems.

Excessive Retention

\fhen retention times increase and

*-values stay constant, a flow-rate

problem is indicated. Double-check

the flow-rate setting to be sure you

didn't make a mistake. Leaks and

pump problems are the two most

common remaining causes. Check for

leaks throughout the system; these

may or may not be accompanied by

low system pressure, depending on the

magnitude of the leak. Several possible

problems related to the pump could

be sources of increased retention. Air

bubbles in the pump will also cause

pressure fluctuations; thorough degas-

sing of the mobile phase and purg-

ing the pump should correct such

problems. If problems persist, check

to be sure the frit in the mobile phase

reservoir is not restricting flow to the

pump. Faulty check valves or pump

seals also can result in low flow and

long retention times. Sonication of

check valves will usually restore their

function. Pump seal leakage often is

accompanied by liquid dripping from

the drain hole just behind the inlet

check valve on most pumps. Check

the maintenance records - if the

pump seal has been in use for a year

or more, replace it.
'!7hen 

a change in * values (and

often ct) is observed, you have evi-

dence that a change in system chem-

istry is responsible for an increase in

retention. The easiest way to check

this is to make a new batch of mobile

phase. I f  this does not correct the

problem, replace the column.

A final possible source of increased

retention is a drop in the column tem-

perature. As mentioned above, a 2o/o

increase in retention for a I 'C drop

in temperature is common. Based

on the magnitude of the retention

change, you can estimate the tempera-

ture change and see i f  i t  is a reason-

able cause of retention. Has the oven

fai led, did you forget ro rurn i t  on, or

are you relying on ambient operating

condit ions? Any ofthese sources can

account for increased retention.
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Retention ls Too Small
'Vhen 

retention times are smaller

than they normally appear, a flow-rate

change is highly unlikely, unless you

made an error in one of the settings.

This is because decreases in flow due

to leaks or other malfunctions are nor

uncommon, but there are no corre-

sponding causes that result in higher-

than-normal flow rates thar are neces-

sary for reduced retention.

As with retention times that are too

long, do a stepwise elimination of prob-

Iem sources by first making up a new

batch of mobile phase. If this approach

doesn't fix the problem, replace the col-

umn. Temperatures that are higher than

normal will cause a drop in retention;

the sources of temperature problems are

the same as for excess retention.

Fluctuating Retention Times
Usually, an increase or decrease in

retention will not be an abrupt change.

If it is, the cause is likely related to

operator intervention, such as improper

formulation of a new batch of mobile

phase, installing the wrong column,

or changing a column-oven sett ing.

More commonly, retention will gradu-

ally increase or decrease over tens,

hundreds, or thousands ofsamples, or

it cycles over a 24-h period. Cycling

retention is commonly correlated with

ambient methods and a laboratory tem-

perature that changes throughout the

day and night.

Retention drift that occurs over hun-

dreds or perhaps thousands ofinjections

is most likely because of normal column

aging. Drift from column aging usu-

ally will be accompanied by a gradual

increase in pressure and an increase in

peak tailing. Often, a shift in relative

retention also will be observed when

cr-values are calculated. If the column is

suspected, replace it to see if the prob-

lem is corrected.

Shorter-term retention drift may be

caused by the mobile phase. Although

fairly rare, it is possible to selectively

evaporate a volatile component ofthe

mobile phase, especially if helium sparg-

ing is used for degassing. Retention drift

resulting from a pH shift can occur if

the buffer is outside its optimal buffer-

ing region, generally tl pH unit from

its pK". The use of volatile buffers, as is



common with LC-mass spectrometry
(MS) mobile phases, may shorten the

stable lifetime of the mobile phase, so

daily reformulation may be a wise prac-

tice. Make up a new batch of mobile

phase if the mobile phase is suspected,

and be sure to adjust the pH before any

organic solvent is added.

Problem Prevention

To avoid retention problems, make sure

to keep the instrument in good operat-

ing condition by servicing it regularly. A

routine preventive maintenance session

should be done on an annual basis at a

minimum, and more often for heavily

used LC systems,

Because column temperature

changes can have such a profound

influence on retention time, it is wise

to always use a column oven. Many

ovens do not control the temperature

well near room temperature; a good

practice is to use a minimum operat-

ing temperature of 30-35 "C so that

good temperature control is ensured.

It may take 30 min or longer for the

column oven to reach a stable tem-

perature. Be sure to use the solvent

preheater that is included with most

column ovens. The most common

preheater implementation is a piece of

capillary tubing that is embedded in

the aluminum block of the oven.

Columns usually will last for

more than 1000 iniect ions. 'W'hen

this number of samples has been

analyzed, the cost-per-sample for

the column is less than 5o/o of the

overall per-sample cost of analysis.

My feeling is that at this point it isn't

worth my time to do anything more

than flush the column with strong

solvent (for example, acetonitrile or

methanol);  i f  this doesn't  restore th€

column, replace i t .  Guard columns or

sample preparation both will extend

the column life, but they have their

associated costs, which may make the

economics of their use questionable.

A 0.5-pm inl ine f i l ter between the

autosampler and column will help

keep particulate matter from blocking

the column inlet frit, but it will not

influence retention-related problems.

Another good practice for extending

column l i fe is to use a single column

for each method. \7hen the same
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column is used for multiple methods,

sometimes unimportant sample com-

ponents from one method will inter-

fere with another method.

Mobile phases have finite lifetimes,

too. My recommendation is to replace

any buffer at least once a week and

organic-based mobile-phase compo-

nents at least monthly. It is a good

idea to replace the reservoir with a

clean one whenever the mobile phase

is replaced so that prior contamina-

tion doesn't get transferred to the new

mobile phase.

If  you pay close attention to pat-

terns in retention changes, correlations

with mobile-phase use, and column

history, you can establish expected

replacement cycles for each compo-

nent of each method. After such pat-

terns are defined, you can put in place

preventive-maintenance and compo-

nent-replacement practices that will

help you avoid most retention-related

problems. Armed with an understand-

ing of which variable most strongly

influences retention in your particular

method, you'll be able to more quickly

identify and correct problems when

they occur.
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